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Dear members,
You will soon be voting on a new
agreement proposal in Woolworths
stores across Australia.
AMIEU officials attended the
negotiations and managed to achieve
some benefits to meat unit workers
but it needs to be noted that we are
one of four unions in attendance at
these negotiations and ultimately an
agreement in principal needs to be
put to members to decide upon.

New benefits
•

Sign on bonus (up to $805).

•

50% loading prior to 7am.

•

RDO returned to Qld.

•

Can take double annual leave at half
pay.

•

Laundry new - $6.25 p/w (Although,
employees can no longer claim on
tax).

•

Family and Domestic Violence leave
5 days’ paid & 5 days’ unpaid per
annum.

•

Award Mirroring provision for return
of Sunday penalty rate if Award
rate reinstated. The agreement will
mirror whatever the award provides
for Sunday work. ALP platform is
to return the Sunday penalty rate to
200% if they win government.

•

Apprenticeships to be competence
based meaning that the higher
apprentice rates can be achieved
much faster according to training
criteria being achieved. (not reliant on
years of service)

•

Non-rostered Public Holidays
no longer accrue a day owed/
paid (loss to Butcher of over
$190 for each public holiday
not rostered). Example: on a
Tuesday to Saturday roster in
2018 a butcher would not be
rostered for 4 Monday Public
Holidays, a loss of over $760
in that year.

•

Public holiday pay rate
reduced to 225% and paid on
new lower base rate. Award
Mirroring provision does not
apply (if Award penalty rates
returned on Sunday’s)

•

Public holidays are currently
paid at over approximately
$10 per hour more than the
proposed rate.

•

Taking of excessive annual
leave by direction (Excess of
8 weeks, although is currently
an award provision).

•

Apprentice relativities paid on
Trade Base Rate of Pay not
TTR.

This agreement will apply to some
80,000 workers in Woolworths
supermarkets.
This proposal restores all the penalty
rates that had been stripped under
previous enterprise agreements,
resulting in a large focus on ensuring
that take home pay does not reduce
and in all cases should increase.
(At least in theory and hopefully the
unions got their sums right)
We therefore present for your
consideration a summary of major
considerations that will affect meat
unit workers and leave it to the vote
for workers to decide upon.
It is very much a pluses and minuses
proposal. Queries should be directed
to your local branch office of the
AMIEU.

Graham Smith
Federal Secretary

Key points of interest
•

Annual wage increases in
accordance with the annual
review of the award system
by the Fair Work Commission.
(Please note transitional
and proportionate payment
arrangements)

•

New Base Rate of Pay around
$2.00 per hour behind current
rate. (Current employees paid
a Transitional rate (TTR) only
on ordinary hours 7am to 6pm
Monday to Friday). The logic
in the base rate reduction is
that the restoration of penalty
rates will boost weekly take
home pay to employees.

•

Returned Penalty rates apply,
but only on new lower base
rate.

•

Overtime percentage rate paid
on new lower base rate.

•

Cold work new - $0.29 per
hour. Increase to most states
but QLD currently - $0.37 (loss
of $3.10 per week).
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